Information relevant from 16 August
LEAFLETFOR PERSONSARRIVING BY AIR, SEE AND LANDTRANSPORT
EN Exemptions for foreigners to enter Lithuania are set out in the Resolution No 152
of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania Declaring A State Of National Emergency (Subparagraph 2.3).
1.

Persons coming/ returning to Lithuania shall have the following:

confirmation of electronic questionnaire received by e-mail (QR code)*;

AND

persons over 16 years of age – a document, proving a negative COVID-19 test result
(drawn up in one of the official languages of the European Union). They shall have a PCR test
performed not earlier than 72 hours before arrival / return to Lithuania, an antigen test - not earlier
than 48 hours before arrival / return to Lithuania (serological antibody tests shall not be
accepted; results of antigen rapid tests purchased at pharmacies, which people can use to test
themselves, shall not be accepted either);
OR

a document confirming that the person has recovered fromCOVID-19 (coronavirus
infection) when his/ her diagnosis was confirmed by a positive SARS-Co-V2 PCR test and not
more than 180 days have passed from the positive test result before returning / arriving to the
Republic of Lithuania (documents shall be drawn up in one of the official languages of the
European Union);
OR

a document (drawn up in one of the official languages of the European Union) stating
that vaccination of a person with one of the vaccines against COVID-19 (coronavirus infection)
(COVID-19 Vaccine Janssen, Comirnaty, Spikevaxor Vaxzevria) in accordance with the
vaccination plan approved by a competent authority of the country where the person was
vaccinated, if at least 14 days have passed since a COVID-19 (coronavirus infection) vaccine
dose, and the person has received:
- the second vaccine dose, where the vaccination schedule consists of two vaccine
doses;
- one vaccine dose in case of a single-dose vaccination schedule;
- at least one vaccine dose for persons having recovered fromCOVID-19 (coronavirus
infection), when his/ her diagnosis was confirmed by a positive SARS-CoV-2 PCR
test.
OR
 European Union digital COVID certificate confirming recovery fromCOVID-19
(coronavirus infection) when the diagnosis was confirmed by a positive SARS-Co-V2 PCR test
result and when not more than 180 days have passed from positive test result before returning /
arriving to the Republic of Lithuania, or the fact that the person has been vaccinated withCOVID-19
(coronavirus infection) vaccine, if at least 14 days have passed since the secondCOVID-19
(coronavirus infection) vaccine dose and the person has received:
- the second vaccine dose, where the vaccination schedule consists of two vaccine doses;
- one vaccine dose in case of a single-dose vaccination schedule;
- at least one vaccine dose who has recovered fromCOVID-19 (coronavirus infection), when
the diagnosis was confirmed by a positive SARS-CoV-2 PCR test.

 Upon arrival to Lithuania, presenting documents proving that a person has recovered from
COVID-19 shall not be necessary, if the disease was diagnosed in Lithuania, and the data are
available in the information system esveikata.lt.
If a person has the right to the self-isolation exceptions laid down in the Rules on SelfIsolation, he/ she shall indicate this when completing a passenger questionnaire
(https://keleiviams.nvsc.lt/en/form). It shall be necessary to have documents proving the exception.
These documents shall be submitted to NVSC specialists or officers inspecting persons in selfisolation at their request.
2.
10-DAY SELF-ISOLATION SHALL BE MANDATORY for people returning/arriving
from:
 countries in the red and gray areas according to the list of affected countries. Self-isolation
shall be mandatory regardless of the test result. Self-isolation time may be shortened not earlier than
on the 7th self-isolation day having had a PCR test performed in a mobile point, or at personal
expense or at his/ her own expense and tested negative.
SELF-ISOLATION SHALL NOT APPLY FOR:
 people returning from countries in yellow and green areas (according to the list of affected
countries); arrivals from countries belonging to the yellow zone must be subjected to a PCR test no
earlier than the third day and no later than the fifth day after arrival;
 vaccinated against COVID-19 (COVID-19 Vaccine Janssen, Comirnaty, Spikevax or
Vaxzevria), if at least 14-day shave passed from COVID-19 (coronavirus infection) vaccine dose,
and the person has received:
- the second vaccine dose, where the vaccination schedule consists of two vaccine
doses;
- one vaccine dose in case of a single-dose vaccination schedule;
- at least one vaccine dose for persons having recovered fromCOVID-19 (coronavirus
infection), when their diagnosis was confirmed by a positive SARS-CoV-2 PCR test.
 those, who have recovered (not earlier than 180 days ago);
 for children under 12yearsof age. Elderly children (12 to 16 years of age) shall not be
obliged to self-isolate, if they have tested COVID-19 negative (using a PCR or an antigen test).
Having tested in Lithuania, self-isolation shall be mandatory until the test result has been received;
 in other established exceptional cases, the list of which is available here: nvsc.lrv.lt/isimtys
3. If a person is subject to a self-isolation exception, documents in evidence thereof maybe
required during the inspection.
4. Provision of incorrect or incomplete information and other violations of the Law on the
Prevention and Control of Communicable Diseases in Humans of the Republic of Lithuania
may subject to administrative liability in accordance with Article 45(4) of the Code of
Administrative Offenses of the Republic of Lithuania and a fine from EUR 500 to EUR
1 500.
*When filling in the Questionnaire, it is necessary to indicate the countries you have visited
during 14 days prior to arrival in Lithuania. If you are arriving from countries to arrivals / returnees
from which self-isolation does not apply, you DO NOT need to tick "I am covered by exemption
from self-isolation ...". If you indicate the countries for arrivals / returnees from which the self-

isolation is mandatory, the self-isolation will be applied automatically upon submission of the
Questionnaire. In such cases, if you are entitled to a self-isolation exemption, you must tick "I am
covered by exemption from self-isolation ..." and indicate the specific exemption from the list
provided.
Information was prepared on the basis of orders of the Minister of Health and decisions of the
Minister of Health-State Emergency State Operations Manager valid as at 16 08 2021.
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